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Abstract

Technology transfer offices (TTOs) are of strategic importance to universities committed to the commercialization of academic knowledge. Within the university, TTOs’ relationship with academics and management is single agent-multiple principal. When two principals exist in an agency relationship, conflicting expectations can naturally arise. We explore how TTOs build legitimacy by shaping identity with university academics and management. In undertaking this research we draw on 63 interviews with TTO executives across 22 universities in the Ireland, New Zealand and the United States. We find that TTOs use identity-conformance and identity-manipulation to shape a dual identity, one scientific and the other business, with academics and management respectively. We show how this combination of identity strategies is ineffective for legitimizing the TTO. We propose that TTOs’ identity shaping strategies are incomplete and need to incorporate a wholly distinctive identity to complement and reinforce preliminary legitimacy claims made through conformance and manipulation. We discuss the potential implications of these findings for scholars, TTO executives and university management.
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1. Introduction

University TTOs are enigmatic actors in the academic entrepreneurship arena. Today TTOs’ identity is loosely regarded as one of “boundary spanner” or “broker” between academia and industry (Phan and Siegel, 2006; Powers and McDougall, 2005; Rothaermel et al., 2007). TTOs help academics to understand the needs of industry and to access critical resources, expertise and support in the commercialization process (Clarysse and Moray, 2004; Colombo and Delmastro, 2002; Markman et al., 2005; Siegel et al., 2003).

How exactly TTOs go about legitimizing their role and shaping their identity within the university, however, remains unclear. Theory suggests that when shaping their identity, TTOs should capture what elements are central, distinctive, and enduring about their office (Albert and Whetten, 1985; Pratt and Foreman, 2000). They need to specify who they are, what they do and why they are successful (Livengood and Reger, 2010). However, with TTOs operating as a dual agent for university academics and management, this is not a straightforward task. When two principals exist in an agency relationship, conflicting expectations naturally arise. For TTOs, this conflict results in efforts to balance academic and commercial forces when shaping their identity. In order to improve our understanding of how TTOs manage this challenge we explore how TTOs build legitimacy by shaping identity with university academics and management.

Legitimacy is defined as “a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions” (Suchman, 1995, p. 574). It is acknowledged that an organization’s identity work helps to build legitimacy (Brown and Toyoki, 2013; Navis and Glynn, 2011), particularly when attempting to shape identity with multiple stakeholders (Chermak and Weiss, 2005; Sillince and Brown, 2009). Establishing legitimacy within the university is fundamentally important for TTOs. Once legitimate, TTOs may have greater
access to resources (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978; Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002) and encounter less contestation when promoting commercialization activities and practices within the university (Colyvas and Jonsson, 2011; Jepperson, 1991). In contrast, a failure to establish legitimacy may result in disengagement, the withdrawal of resources, and claims that its role is redundant. Of particular relevance to TTOs is Bishop Smith’s (2011) suggestion that organizations must concentrate on building legitimacy before ever expecting to be profitable.

However, when building legitimacy within the university, TTOs must manage the challenging dilemma of sameness and uniqueness in their identities (Navis and Glynn, 2010). Specifically, akin to “optimal distinctiveness” (Brewer, 1991), TTOs must attempt to differentiate their office from the university environment so that they are “legitimately distinct” (Navis and Glynn, 2011), but also be careful that they are not so distinct that their office appears irrelevant to university academics and management. To address this research topic, we develop two legitimacy-building identity strategies. TTOs adjust their identity and promote sameness and homogeneousness with existing dominant norms and expectations within the university through identity-conformance. TTOs proactively sense what they believe is required in the university and then shape an identity that captures both their ability to meet these expectations and the unique or distinctive value of their role through identity-manipulation. Predicting a search for legitimacy through optimal distinctiveness, we explore to what extent TTOs use identity-conformance and identity-manipulation when shaping their identity with university academics and management.

The contributions from our study are as follows. First, when building legitimacy with two principals, we propose that shaping and blending two contradictory identities blurs identity and ultimately diminishes legitimacy with both principals. This is apparent in how TTOs in our study shape a dual identity, one scientific and the other business, with university
academics and management respectively. We explain how this approach is proving ineffective for legitimizing the TTO. Second, we suggest that misinterpreting social cues, or the expectations and requirements of evaluating audiences, can lead to misaligned identity shaping strategies that also result in legitimacy discounts. Again, this is evident in the manner by which TTOs, despite acknowledging the value placed on commercial and business development skills by the academics, choose to prioritize and shape a scientific identity for this principal. Third, and most importantly, we propose that in order to build legitimacy within the university TTO executives need to shift their attention towards shaping a distinctive identity. Although we find that TTOs do conform to dominant academic norms (identity-conformance) and meet anticipated requirements from management (identity-manipulation); we suggest that these represent preliminary efforts by them to become a part of a shared university identity. However, because legitimacy is as dependent on being different as it is on being the same (Deephouse, 1999), we argue that TTOs’ search for legitimacy, as illustrated in our findings, is incomplete. Our final propositions, therefore, encourage TTOs to fully extend their use of identity-manipulation in order to individuate their identity. In shaping their own distinctive identity, we suggest that TTOs could complement and reinforce preliminary legitimacy claims made through identity-conformance and (partial) identity-manipulation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief background on the relationship of the TTO with its two key principals in the university environment. Section 3 outlines the theoretical grounding underpinning the study’s research focus. In sections 4 and 5 we detail the study’s methodology and research findings respectively. Section 6 discusses the implications of these findings and presents a number of propositions. Finally, Section 7 brings the paper to a close with some concluding points and an overview of some limitations and avenues for future research.
2. Background – TTOs and the multi-stakeholder university environment

TTOs have two principal stakeholders within the university – academics and management.¹ Universities have traditionally focused on basic research (Nelson, 1959) which is characterized by scientific autonomy (Bush, 1945; Nelson, 2004) and guiding norms of skepticism, universalism, communism and disinterestedness (Merton, 1973). University academics who pursue a career in these institutions are, therefore, typically motivated by originality and discovery, and are rewarded through open dissemination, citation, professional awards (Dasgupta and David, 1994; Merton, 1973), scientific priority (Merton, 1957) and recognition (Latour and Woolgar, 1979). Commercially-oriented research is not mutually exclusive from basic research, however (Daraio et al., 2010; Jensen et al., 2003; Stokes, 1997). Outcomes that eventually result in “higher standards of living” (Bush, 1945) must often be articulated to justify scientific exercises. Nevertheless, with a greater focus on market needs, knowledge exclusion, market share and economic returns, proprietary science and research commercialization can be misaligned with the research norms and reward structures of university academics (Haeussler and Colyvas, 2011; Nelson 1959). Commercial research, for example, can increase the level of secrecy in science (Campbell et al., 2000), delay disclosure and publication (Blumenthal et al., 1996; Huang and Murray, 2009; Thursby and Thursby, 2003) and reduce technological breakthroughs (Jung and Lee, 2014) and the accumulation of public knowledge (Toole and Czarnitzki, 2010). The conflict between these trends and those norms that traditionally dominate a “scientific identity” means that university academics do not uniformly accept TTOs as legitimate entities.

¹ For our study university academics are those personnel who undertake academic research and university management are those personnel occupying positions of formal administration in the university structure. University academics incorporate such titles as professor, associate professor, assistant professor, lecturer, scientist, research leader, research director, principal investigator, or equivalent. University management incorporates such titles as the Council, Board of Trustees, Vice President (VP), Vice Chancellor (VC), Executive Vice President, Deputy Vice-Chancellor (DVC), Provost, Pro Vice Chancellor (PVC), Dean, Head of Department (HOD), Department Chair and equivalent personnel. Whilst neither principal can of course be definitively aligned with academic or commercial science, the dominant tasks and professional demands associated with both principals would suggest that management may be more supportive of the TTO.
University management is more likely to see TTO effectiveness as an issue of strategic importance. Universities are pivotal actors in increasingly knowledge-intensive economies and societies (Martin, 2012). Intellectual capital, emerging from public-private research projects and technology transfer activities, contributes to industry innovation, economic growth and social development in knowledge-based economies (Etzkowitz, 2003; Feller 1990; Mangematin et al., 2014; Rothaermel et al., 2007; Sörlin, 2007). University management, therefore, has an interest in ensuring their TTOs contribute to national competitiveness through the commercialization of university research (Bozeman, 2000; Mowery and Ziedonis, 2002). University contributions to local, regional and national communities show that public funding is worthwhile and provides a return to society. Furthermore, with an increasingly competitive and constrained public funding environment, management of both public and private universities realize that an efficient TTO can help generate earnings (e.g., licensing income) that can protect existing research activities and help pursue future research breakthroughs (Bozeman, 2000). Proficiency in technology transfer can enhance the reputation and prestige of the university, thus helping to recruit and retain leading researchers and increase student intake (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000; Markman et al., 2009). TTOs are, therefore, likely to emphasize their commercial potential on behalf of the university through the shaping of a “business identity”.

It is apparent from this overview that university TTOs operate in a pluralistic context, characterized by competing strategic demands and potentially divergent stakeholder goals (Denis et al., 2007; Glynn et al., 2000; Van Gestel and Hillebrand, 2011). Academic capitalism (Slaughter and Leslie, 1997), the “triple helix” (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 1997) and the evolving entrepreneurial university (Etzkowitz, 1983) continue to blur the boundaries between science and business. When institutional logics overlap in this manner, significant strains are encountered by those structures (e.g., TTOs) caught within the shared boundaries
as understandings of behaviors, responsibilities and meaning become unclear (Murray, 2010). This context complicates TTO efforts to build legitimacy and shape identity with university academics and management. We next explain the theoretical grounding underpinning our focus on this challenge for TTOs. Figure 1 presents a framework that summarizes this research focus.

3. Theoretical development

A TTO’s relationship with university academics and management is one of principal-agent. According to agency theory, a principal hires an agent with specialized knowledge and skills to undertake work on their behalf (Eisenhardt, 1989; Gomez-Mejia and Balkin, 1992; Jensen and Meckling, 1976). TTOs are agents of commercialization in universities because academics and management lack expertise and knowledge of the processes and language of proprietary science. TTOs operate as a dual agent who must “balance the objectives of the university, which owns the inventions, and the faculty, who create them” (Jensen et al., 2003, p. 1272). Specifically, TTOs’ relationship with university academics and management is one of single agent-multiple principal.

Little is known about how TTOs build legitimacy in this (multi) stakeholder relationship. Theory informs us that (normative) legitimacy is derived from evaluations by key audiences (Bitektine, 2011; Dowling and Pfeffer, 1975). This centres on evaluations by university academics and management and whether or not they accept the TTO as appropriate (Hunt and Aldrich, 1996; Scott, 1995). Endorsements from these stakeholders are crucial for the legitimacy of the TTO (Drori et al., 2009; Starr and MacMillan, 1990). The types of legitimacy that can materialize from these evaluations include pragmatic and moral legitimacy. Pragmatic legitimacy is determined by the extent to which university academics’
and managements’ (principal) own interests and priorities will be satisfied by the TTOs’ (agent) commercialization activities. Suchman (1995, p. 578) refers to this as the “self-interested calculations of an organization’s most immediate audiences.” This means academics will evaluate how engaging with the TTO can improve their career progression or influence the impact and reach of their research, and management will evaluate how commercialization activities improve the university’s ranking, reputation, research income and levels of external engagement. Closely related to pragmatic legitimacy, and in line with the traditional norms of universities around knowledge accumulation, full disclosure, universalism, communism and disinterestedness (Dasgupta and David, 1994; Merton, 1973), is moral legitimacy. Moral legitimacy is less about university academics’ and managements’ own interests than about whether the TTO’s role and commercialization activities are deemed “the right thing to do” (Suchman, 1995), and can result in the work of academics and universities benefiting a wider and more diverse group of actors in society (Bitektine, 2011).

In developing the theoretical framing for how TTOs build legitimacy, it is important to include a review of existing literature in the area of TTO legitimacy.

3.1 TTO legitimacy

A notable contribution on the subject of TTO legitimacy is provided in Jain and George’s (2007) study of the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation’s (WARF) influential role in the emergence of human embryonic stem cell technology. Drawing attention to the dual responsibilities TTO executives have towards universities and society, the authors characterize TTOs as proactive entrepreneurs that build legitimacy for novel technologies. In their study, however, Jain et al. (2007) focused on how TTOs shape institutional environments (rules, norms and understandings) that reduce uncertainty around novel innovations, rather than the ambiguity inherent in their own role within the university. With
regard to the latter, Colyvas and Powell (2006) used archival sources from a forerunning TTO to track how disparate technology transfer practices and contributing entities gradually evolved to become consolidated, normalized and legitimate at Stanford.

Additionally, scholars have directed a substantial amount of attention at the evolution and legitimization of academic entrepreneurship activities within universities more generally (Colyvas, 2007; Colyvas and Powell, 2007). They have examined the motivations of academics (D’Este and Perkmann, 2011), key social environment determinants (Bercovitz and Feldman, 2008; Haeussler and Colyvas, 2011; Kenney and Goe, 2004; Stuart and Ding, 2006; Tartari et al., 2014), as well as the coping strategies and role identity modifications (Jain et al., 2009; Lam 2010) underpinning their engagement in academic entrepreneurship. Scholars have repeatedly emphasized the importance for management of providing attractive rewards and incentives for both faculty who develop new technologies (i.e., favorable royalty distribution schemes that sufficiently incorporate faculty interests), and compensation for the TTO staff member(s) who help process resulting commercial outcomes (e.g., patents, license revenues or spinoffs) (Friedman and Silberman, 2003; Link et al., 2005). University management can also encourage academic-TTO engagement by promoting an entrepreneurial culture with transparent regulations around IP (Debackere and Veugelers, 2005; Tartari et al., 2012) and placing a higher value on patenting, licensing, and start-up formation in promotion and tenure decisions (Ambos et al., 2008; Goldfarb and Henrekson, 2003; Link et al., 2007).

To the best of our knowledge, little if any in-depth research attention within these conversations has been directed at how TTOs build legitimacy by shaping identity with university academics and management. We find this surprising given that TTOs are such pivotal intermediaries in the entrepreneurial university. Evidence that draws attention to the questionable effectiveness and value of TTOs would indicate that this subject may benefit from closer empirical inquiry. More specifically, despite their ubiquity scholars report how
TTOs have only marginal direct effects in stimulating academic entrepreneurship (Muscio, 2010) and that their role is secondary to the entrepreneurial capacity of academics (Clarysse et al., 2011). It is also now accepted that many academics deliberately bypass the TTO and independently commercialize or use their innovations without going down formal university channels via the TTO (Aldridge and Audretsch, 2011; Bodas-Freitas et al., 2013; Göktepe-Hultén, 2008; Link et al., 2007; Lockett and Wright, 2005; Markman et al., 2008, Shane, 2004; Siegel et al., 2003, 2004; Thune and Gulbrandsen, 2011). Furthermore, TTOs are viewed as being deficient in business related skills (Chapple et al., 2005; Decter et al., 2007; Mustar et al., 2006; O’Shea et al., 2005; Swamidass and Vulasa, 2009). The apparent dissatisfaction among many academics with their TTO is likely to be coupled with frustrations among management that the university is not fully exploiting the revenue potential of its research activities and intellectual property. Therefore, we believe that an examination of how TTOs legitimize their role with academics and management is overdue. In the sections that follow, we continue to draw on legitimacy and identity literatures to develop a theoretical understanding of how TTOs might build legitimacy by shaping identity.

3.2 Identity and TTO legitimacy-building

The strategic view of legitimacy proposes that legitimacy can be actively managed. The legitimacy-seeking entity (the TTO) will “put forward the impression that its identity is such that it provides what is needed or desired and will be successful in the business domain in which it purports to operate” (Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002, p. 420). Although scholars have identified several legitimacy-building strategies, these can be reduced to two dominant categories. Conformance strategies (Dowling and Pfeffer, 1975; Suchman, 1995; Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002), the least strategic approach, would involve internal adjustments of the TTO’s structures and practices to comply with the values, rules, and norms of university
academics and management. Oliver (1991), for instance, referred to acquiescence, compromise and avoidance when discussing legitimacy through conformance. *Manipulation* strategies (Dowling and Pfeffer, 1975; Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002) would involve proactive interventions to achieve consistency, or at least some degree of support, between the TTO and the values, rules and norms of university academics and management (Suchman, 1995). It involves the “purposeful and opportunistic attempt to co-opt, influence or control institutional pressures and evaluations” (Oliver, 1991, p. 157).

One way in which TTOs can utilize these strategies to build legitimacy is by shaping identity, as described by Elsbach and Kramer (1996, p. 470), “(when) organizational members perceive that their organization’s identity is threatened, they (will) try to protect both personal and external perceptions.” Identity theory explains how individuals in the workplace both shape and reinforce their identity through their actions and behaviors (Burke, 1980; Pratt, 2000; Stryker and Burke, 2000). Drawing on the two dominant strategies introduced above, we develop two legitimacy-building identity strategies. Legitimacy-building through *identity-conformance* would involve TTOs deliberately adjusting their identity to ensure close alignment with what they regard as the dominant values and norms of university academics and management. In contrast, legitimacy-building through *identity-manipulation* would see TTOs attempt to proactively control or influence how university academics and management view their office in order to evoke positive evaluations. TTOs will concentrate on detecting what behaviors they regard as needed and valued from their role by university academics and management, and then shape an identity consistent with these behaviors (Ashforth and Humphrey, 1993). A number of legitimacy strategies that TTOs could utilize for the purpose of identity manipulation have been reported in the literature. These include the use of persuasion (Hambrick and Chen, 2008), symbolic management – conveying personal credibility, professional organizing, organizational achievement and
stakeholder relationship quality (Zott and Huy, 2007), impression management (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990; Gardner and Avolio, 1998), storytelling (Lounsbury and Glynn, 2001), lobbying (Hinings and Greenwood, 1988) and rhetoric (Sillince and Brown, 2009; Suddaby and Greenwood, 2005). Thus, in sum, TTOs react and promote sameness and homogeneousness with existing dominant norms and expectations within the university through identity-conformance. On the other hand, TTOs proactively sense what they believe is required in the university and then shape an identity that captures both their ability to meet these expectations and the unique or distinctive value of their role through identity-manipulation.

However as alluded to earlier, TTOs’ efforts to build legitimacy and shape identity will be complicated by the overlapping logics of commercialization and academia and, as a consequence, the multiple, sometimes competing demands inherent in their multi-principal relationship. It is unlikely that one strategy or identity will be sufficient to legitimize the TTO with both academics and management. Therefore, to bring our theoretical framing to a close, we look at how multiple identities might be managed by the TTO.

Managing multiple identities

It is commonly accepted that organizations hold, and purposefully manage, multiple identities (Albert and Adams, 2002; Pratt and Foreman, 2000; Vora and Kostova, 2007). As is the case for TTOs balancing economic and academic priorities, multiple identities are often necessitated when dealing with overlapping boundaries (Zuckerman, 1999) and multiple stakeholders (Brickson, 2005). However, multiple identities can conflict and cause uncertainty within the organization (Pratt and Rafaeli, 1997), even resulting in legitimacy discounts from the organization’s interested stakeholders (Dutton and Dukerich, 1991; Zuckerman, 1999). Such side effects led Pratt and Foreman (2000) to emphasize how important it is for organizations (e.g., TTOs) with multiple identities (e.g., “scientific” and
“business”) to manage them carefully in order to avail of the potential benefits they can bring. Among the benefits that multiple identities can provide is the ability to deal with the “ambiguity” (Eisenberg, 1984) that arises when logics overlap and stakeholder expectations diverge. Specifically, (multi) identity can be a critical legitimacy-enabling asset as it allows organizations (e.g., TTOs) to be more responsive and resilient to stakeholders (academics and management) who have a variety of needs (e.g., academic and commercial) and expectations (Albert and Whetten, 1985; Navis and Glynn, 2011). In an examination of police websites, for example, Sillince and Brown (2009) argued that the legitimacy of an organization subject to conflicting demands from sceptical stakeholders can be supported by multiple identities, and therefore, they should avoid working to resolve these competing identities.

Nevertheless, when building legitimacy, managing multiple identities is a complex task. The salience of a particular identity at a given time relies largely on its fit or sense of membership with the situational context (Ashforth and Johnson, 2001; Dutton et al., 1994; Turner, 1987). As pointed out by Kistruck et al. (2013), this situational context is a function of both the degree to which an identity is desirable or satisfies a need for self-esteem and self-worth (Ashforth and Johnson, 2001; George and Chattopadhyay, 2005), and the external social cues (i.e., interactions with academics and management) that take place in this environment (Ashforth et al., 2008; Gioia et al., 2000). In particular, organizations need to address the challenging dilemma of sameness and uniqueness in their identities (Navis and Glynn, 2010). Theory informs us that, when confronted with multiple stakeholders, solely concentrating on ‘fitting in’ and being the same is insufficient to build legitimacy. For example, in an examination of the return on investment and capital flows in the global hedge fund industry, Smith (2011) found that non-conformance to certain identity-based logics is not only acceptable to key stakeholders, but even rewarded. Likewise, in an update on Albert and Whetten’s (1985) initial identity proposal, Whetten (2006) emphasizes that identity
equates to a subjective sense of uniqueness that explains how one is different from all others. Avoiding a one-dimensional approach to shaping identity is equally important in contexts where boundaries overlap. Based on an in-depth study of an exclusive license agreement between Harvard and DuPont, Murray (2010, p. 346) argued that, rather than managing the tensions that arise from the overlapping logics of science and business through the accepted wisdom of collapse, blending or coexistence, we should build on the tensions to strengthen the distinction between the two boundaries, resulting in what she refers to as a “productive tension”.

Therefore, the challenge for TTOs building legitimacy through identity appears to be one of achieving “optimal distinctiveness” (Brewer, 1991). Optimal distinctiveness, or strategic balance (McNamara et al., 2003), refers to an organization’s ability to sufficiently differentiate itself from its environment so that it is respected as being unique, but not so unique that it is completely disenfranchised from the environment. This concept has direct ramifications for an organization’s legitimacy. For example, Deephouse (1999) argued that “organizations should be as different as legitimately possible.” Likewise, in an examination of investor evaluations on new venture plausibility, Navis and Glynn (2011) explained how identities receive favourable judgements when they are “legitimately distinctive”. These types of identities contain legitimacy claims that align the organization with stakeholder expectations and institutionalized norms, as well as claims of distinctiveness that clearly deviate the organization from these same forces.

In sum, the purpose of this study then is to explore how TTOs build legitimacy by shaping identity within the university. More specifically, predicting a search for legitimacy through optimal distinctiveness, we wish to explore to what extent TTOs use identity-conformance and identity-manipulation when shaping their identity with university academics and management.
4. Methodology

We undertook an in-depth exploratory approach to research how TTOs build legitimacy by shaping identity with academics and management. This approach was deemed most appropriate given the range of subjective realities that could exist when examining TTO executives’ identity shaping strategies within the university environment. Given the disparate structural arrangements of universities’ technology transfer entities, it should be clarified that we targeted the office with formal responsibility for each university’s commercialization activities. We use the ubiquitous title of Technology Transfer Office (TTO) when referring to these offices.

4.1 Data Collection

Data collection involving 63 interviews with TTO executives in 22 universities across three continents (Europe, North America and Oceania) provided rich qualitative data and multiple instances of the phenomenon being explored. The selection of countries was primarily determined by the geographic location of the researchers. This was necessary as our intention to undertake an in-depth exploratory study needed locations in which researchers had knowledge of the university commercialization environment, the operation/structure of the TTO and were likely to gain appropriate access for face to face discussions. Also, because the focus of our research was on legitimacy-building, we purposefully selected countries and regions that provided diversity in both the level of experience of TTOs and the institutionalisation of academic entrepreneurship more generally. Our sample consisted of all eight university TTOs in New Zealand, all seven university TTOs in Ireland and a sample of seven university TTOs from the State of New York State in the United States (US). Seven universities from New York was regarded as sufficient as there was significant replication and patterns in the data collected across the sixth and seventh office contacted, suggesting a
point of saturation had been reached in terms of participating TTOs. Of the seven universities selected in the US, six were private universities. Private universities are common in the US and are more commercially oriented in how they operate. Their inclusion in our study was, therefore, important to increase the variation of data collected to explore TTO identity shaping. Following assurances given to respondents, full details of participating TTOs are withheld for reasons of confidentiality. In any event, while we did have a preference for a cross-border study to see if the identity shaping strategies of TTOs were relevant across diverse countries and university ownership structures (i.e., public/private), our exploratory approach meant we deliberately chose not to control for contextual factors in our sites of study that might bias our interpretation of the data. Table 1 presents some high-level comparative demographic data on participating institutions (ownership and number of academic staff) and TTOs (year founded, staff numbers and interview respondents).

We targeted the TTO Managing Director for interview and in each instance asked that he/she nominate additional personnel (e.g., commercialization officer, business development manager) for interview. Further interviews were sought until data collection reached a point of saturation (within each TTO) and the inputs of respondents began to overlap. In total, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 63 TTO management personnel (approximately 90 minutes each), thus averaging almost three interviews per office. As an introduction to each interview, we presented respondents with a definition of legitimacy for discussion. The interview guide focused on three key areas pertaining to TTO identity and legitimacy-building – (1) how they presently viewed their office’s legitimacy within the university; (2) how they interacted with academics in their role; (3) how they interacted with university management in their role.
Data collection also included secondary data sources such as annual reports, research brochures, research reports, case studies and press releases pertaining to participating institutions and TTOs. As well as confirming the positioning of commercialization as an active strategic initiative in the participating university, this material enhanced the validity of our methodology through the triangulation of different data sources (O'Donoghue and Punch, 2003, p. 78). We notified TTOs of our intention to gather and analyze secondary data prior to interviews to signal to interviewees that it was their office and not their own personal legitimacy and identity that was the subject of study. Confidentiality, and particularly the anonymity of respondents, represents a key component of this research and is reflected in the use of pseudonyms throughout. Assurances around this confidentiality were fundamental in both securing research access and in ensuring that respondents spoke freely about legitimacy challenges and their most immediate stakeholders. Our interviews amounted to over 700 pages of transcripts that were transcribed and sent back to interviewees for confirmation, and in most instances, editing.

4.2 Data analysis

Though our analysis overlapped with data collection, with preliminary patterns recorded in the form of shorthand notes (Miles and Huberman, 1994), data were primarily analyzed through a multi-coding process using NVivo software. This analysis was informed by Strauss and Corbin’s (1998) grounded theory. In the first round of open coding two of the authors and a research assistant read each transcript and arranged the data into two high-level organizing categories titled “academics” (i.e., reference to professor, associate professor, lecturer, etc.) and “management” (i.e., references to Council, VP, VC, DVC, etc.).

A second round of deductive coding on TTOs’ “identity shaping strategies” was then undertaken with codes derived from the identity-conformance (e.g., “compliance”, “dominant
norms”, “reactive adjustment of internal practices”, “tailoring behaviors” etc.) and identity-manipulation (e.g., “proactive sensing”, “proactive interventions”, “controlling perceptions”, “persuasion”; “symbolic management”, “lobbying”, “publicizing added value” etc.) constructs developed earlier in the paper. A number of team meetings were held to compare and reach agreement on the deductive code titles and content. These meetings were essential to refine overlapping codes and to group similar ones into themes (or tree nodes). Once agreement was reached on these organizing themes, data within the two organizing categories (“academics” and “management”) were independently coded. Following this process the “academic” data were reorganized within a subcategory titled “identity-conformance” and the “management” data were reorganized within a subcategory titled “identity-manipulation”.

Meetings among the research team were again held to ensure there was agreement on the coding outcomes. A total of eleven and nine themes contributed to the formation of these two subcategories respectively.

A third round of coding on “identity type” was next undertaken on the data organized within the two aforementioned subcategories. The three research team members utilized both deductive and inductive coding for this stage of the analysis. Specifically, deductive codes were derived from the paper’s discussion on the multi-stakeholder university, while new themes and patterns relevant to “identity type” that inductively emerged outside of these codes were also noted. Following independent coding of the two subcategories, a number of meetings were held to reach agreement on how these data were interpreted. Our analysis indicated that identity-conformance was most suitably characterized by a “scientific identity” and that identity-manipulation was most noticeably characterized by a “business identity”. A total of eighteen and fifteen themes contributed to the uncovering of these two identities respectively.
A fourth and final round of analysis involved two linked stages. First, data within the original organization categories, “academics” and “management”, were recoded, this time for evidence of TTO legitimacy. Second, akin to selective coding (Strauss and Corbin, 1998), team members met to compare this “legitimacy” data with the “identity-type” data (i.e., 3rd order coding outcomes). Specifically, and in line with the primary purpose our research, team members discussed what patterns and inconsistencies existed between TTO attention towards “legitimacy” and TTO “identity types”. This stage of analysis uncovered a number of potential identity-shaping problems within the data. Table 2 summarizes the overall coding process undertaken. In full, though primarily exploratory in nature, our findings stem from an iterative dialogue between the empirical data and theory (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007) that facilitates analytical generalizations (Yin, 2009) on how TTOs shape identity to build legitimacy with academics and management.

5. Results

The primary focus of our research was to explore how TTOs build legitimacy by shaping identity within the university. In this section, we present our findings on this research. We find that TTOs use identity-conformance and shape a scientific identity to build legitimacy with university academics. As detailed earlier, identity-conformance involves TTOs deliberately adjusting and aligning their identity to promote sameness with the behaviors and norms they perceive as dominant among academics. We find that TTOs use aspects of identity-manipulation and shape a business identity to build legitimacy with university management. Legitimacy-building through identity-manipulation involves TTOs proactively sensing what is required and then shaping an identity that captures both their ability to meet these expectations as well as the unique or distinctive value of their role. Finally, we illustrate
how this combination of identity strategies is proving ineffective for TTO legitimacy-building within the university. We present these findings under the following three organizing categories: TTO legitimacy-building with university academics; TTO legitimacy-building with university management; TTO legitimacy-building through identity: potential problems.

5.1 TTO legitimacy-building with university academics

In shaping a scientific identity, we find that TTOs are highly conformative in their legitimacy-building approach with academics. Utilizing identity-conformance as the primary legitimacy-building strategy reflects the centrality of the academic’s role in the university environment and the fact that they are the most critical component in the TTO’s value chain. For example, an Irish interviewee pointed out that “here, the academics rule the roost” (IRE-VI), while a US TTO executive commented “If we weren’t aligned with their (academics’) vision we would be told pretty quickly. XXX is all about its faculty and we are there to harvest the pearls of wisdom that they generate. So we are aligned with their research strategy because we follow behind it, we don’t set it” (US-VIII Private). Thus, the TTOs in our study unanimously referred to the levels of power and autonomy held by academics and how their own strategy and functioning purposefully lagged behind that of academics.

Through identity-conformance TTOs acknowledge that they have little or no power or control over the quality, pace and quantity of scientific raw material provided by their suppliers, yet they are completely reliant on them and cannot afford to be disconnected. Despite often being aware of industry needs and market gaps, the TTO’s position in the value chain is such that they are continuously challenged to adapt and up-skill across a wide variety of discipline areas within restrictive time constraints. There is, as Göktepe-Hultén (2008) pointed out, an expectation that TTOs will master the ability to be agile across a range of
demands and leverage the entrepreneurial behaviors of beginners and occasional inventors, as well as experienced inventors, to justify their roles and involvement in the technology transfer process. This reliance on the academic community is apparent in the following comments from our data:

“As a business, TTOs are hopeless because you have no control over your supply, therefore you have no control over the markets you go for. You are always reacting. You need to develop some capabilities around every new idea or disclosure so you can understand it more and add value. Only then can you start conversations with industry” (NZ-III)

“You’re limited, you can understand where the hotspots are, but being able to go after them is a function of your core competency set. If you don’t have the necessary competencies, or if you have others in an area that is not hot then you’re stuck, because universities cannot re-invent themselves in a technical field real fast” (US-VIII Private)

As illustrated in the following section, we found that TTO legitimacy-building with academics through identity-conformance specifically involved the shaping of a scientific identity.

Identity-conformance: shaping a scientific identity with academics

Many TTO executives referred to the importance of academic perceptions and how this had the potential to impede their legitimacy efforts. One New Zealand officer, for example, commented “(we need to) get more researchers into their comfort zone in terms of how they perceive us” (NZ-III). Likewise, another US TTO executive explained “The number of total contributing faculty is an important one (metric) for us because it shows the breadth people working with our office and trusting us. If we were to see the number go down sharply, it might be a sign that we’re not doing enough outreach or that we have a perception problem” (US-VIII Private).

Our data indicate that, in response to these perception challenges, TTO executives deliberately shape a scientific identity to facilitate meaningful engagement with the academic community. As stated by one Irish TTO executive “You have to be able to have credibility and sensitivity towards the academic mind-set” (IRE-IV). Underpinning this strategy is a
belief among TTOs that they risk being marginalized if they fail to effectively communicate and align the relevance of their role to traditional science. In line with this assessment, we found that TTOs are very careful in rationalizing how their commercialization focus and activities fit with the core purpose of university, namely the creation and dissemination of knowledge. Moreover it was evident that TTOs prioritized engagement with the academic community over industry:

“We put a lot of energy into communicating the value of our role to the university and securing buy-in at all levels. Once you have got that in play and the engine working so to speak you can be more market focused. By doing that you are then bringing the value back to the university and creating the good feeling and so it keeps going. But I suppose we have to really focus on building some key relationships with the university first” (NZ-II)

TTOs very deliberately publicize the recruitment of personnel with doctorates and other such scientific credentials in shaping this identity. These qualifications help promote equality and credibility with the scientific community. According to TTOs, this identity encourages the academic community to interact with TTO personnel as they feel their research will be understood and respected by the TTO. This point is reflected in the following comments of one TTO executive:

“The key capabilities are to be able to build those relationships with faculty members and staff and students and to make sure that they see you as an ally and not as an obstacle…you should not be seen as ‘a suit’ or part of the administration and management, you’re one of them and this is where myself and some of my staff members coming from the faculty background are viewed as peers and not as management” (US-XI)

Table 3 presents some illustrative quotations on how TTOs shape a scientific identity in building legitimacy with university academics.

As part of this identity-conformance strategy, we also found that TTOs make very deliberate efforts to develop relationships and trust with academics and to explain what services and value the TTO can offer. Specifically, consistent with the shaping of a scientific identity, TTOs initiate communication and dialogue in an unthreatening contract or technology-free environment in order to broaden their reach and enhance the potential for future engagement.
Notably, this approach, which is often informal in nature, simultaneously allows the TTO to generate visibility, educate and update the academic community about the process, and to learn about the research environment so that they can factor potential research projects into their own planning. A number of comments illustrate this point:

“Technology transfer is a contact sport, the more time you spend on the ground talking to researchers the more invention disclosures you get. They learn more about the process, there is a two-way flow of information, you learn about them, they learn about you and the market. It’s a relationship, it’s all about trust” (IRE-IV).

“We knock on the doors of faculty and say ‘this is our center, here is what we do, if you have something that comes out of something that you’re working on, enlist our services’. So we build a relationship before the technology is ever invented and in that way we have trust and the bond. We have in my opinion a better idea of the pulse of the university” (US-VI Private)

“We would like to make the process more tangible...offering a means for early relationship building even in the absence of a cogent project and to make people familiar with us so the concepts are less foreign and we are not strangers (NZ-VI)

5.2 TTO legitimacy-building with university management

Legitimacy with university management is of fundamental importance to TTOs. A lack of legitimacy with university management can result in TTOs being under-resourced in their role, which in turn can deter their efforts to perform more effectively and to enhance their legitimacy. This point is reflected in the following comment:

“We would love to be more highly valued and more resourced and have more capability here to do these things, but like anything in a resource constrained environment you have to justify yourself before you can get to the next stage so it is a slow build – we have to manage our build incrementally and justifiably” (NZ-XII)

Our findings indicate that TTOs use identity-manipulation and produce a business identity to build legitimacy with university management. This identity is consistent with what TTOs perceive university management expect from them, as well as their own priorities around the commercialization of university science. In the subsection that follows, we describe how TTOs espouse behaviors and the deliberate use of processes that support this business identity in order to evoke positive evaluations from university management.
Identity manipulation: shaping a business identity with management

In their interactions with university management, TTOs shape a business identity that emphasizes how their presence and the commercialization activities they advocate complement the strategic mandate of the university. In effect, they use a business identity to develop a business case for their existence. The shaping of this business identity was reflected in two key ways. First, in explaining how they use a deliberate and rigorous strategic planning process, TTOs depict a proficiency in business processes and use related terminology to achieve buy-in from university management:

“We pulled this business apart into its individual components, worked out where the barriers to our business were and what were the highest priority issues we needed to fix in order to get where we want to be in five years’ time. This adds credibility to your thinking and helps the shareholder to embrace the strategy as they see that we have gone through a robust process” (NZ-II)

“We presented our strategy, not only to the team in here for feedback, but also back to the university. The VC and the Dean are on our board but we also reported back to the finance committee, to council, and the senior leadership team. The aim was really to get buy in as opposed to a hard sell – telling them “here is the process we have gone through, this is what we are trying to achieve, and here is how we are planning to do it.” A lot of this was around our core purpose” (NZ-XIII)

Further evidence of how TTOs validate their business identity was apparent in their use of strategic goals and priorities to explain their overarching purpose, daily activities and measures of performance to university management:

“Money should never be a goal, money should be a result. Your goal is to disseminate that subset of new knowledge and if you do it right and for the right reasons and you do it well, money will come” (US-IV Public)

“We have a mission and vision, then we break that down and we have one, three and five year targets with specific KPIs. So we follow a very deliberate process in our activities, the idea being that, no matter the project, we understand how that contributes to the office’s bigger picture. We actually have charts up all around the office showing where we are at, what the targets are and what the stretched targets are and where we are with those” (IRE-III)

“(Management know) it is very corporate here, we have our vision, our mission and our strategy clearly identified as well as our purpose and our values and they are something that drives us forward as we leverage them to develop our business” (NZ-I)

Second, TTOs explained how their commercialization and business expertise could benefit the university’s performance. At a fundamental level, TTOs argue that their presence promotes entrepreneurial activities, the outcomes from which (e.g., patents, licenses, contract research etc.) can diversify university revenue streams for research funding – “Our services
help diversify the revenue streams to the institution – there have been a couple of very important patent products that have generated significant revenues over the years” (US-VII Private). TTOs also explained how they can contribute to the university’s capacity to; stimulate regional competitiveness, foster closer connectivity with industry (e.g., joint research and start-ups), and positively impact local communities and society (e.g., health benefits). A number of views illustrate these findings:

“If it (IP) all goes to Washington DC they don’t know what NY State need. Bayh-Dole enables us now to have more regional focus which is really necessitated because global competition is getting more severe. If we don’t leverage what we have to try to help out the community that pay tax to support our research what good are we? (US-XII Private)

“It is not a case that financial incentives are the primary driver of commercialization as the reality is it is not going to make or break the university. We came to the view that it is about demonstrating to the community that we create new knowledge and it would be valuable to get business to uptake and use this knowledge and to create an economic benefit from it. We can then say we had a hand in that and that is why the tax payer funds us” (NZ-XII)

“There’s been more emphasis in government on regional economic development in both New York City and New York State and entrepreneurship can be supportive of that - if we can create companies locally versus licensing the companies elsewhere it promotes economic development and helps promote the visibility of the university (US-X Private)

Added to these benefits, we found evidence pertaining to the TTOs’ argued ability to enhance the reputation of their respective universities. This can involve helping to keep universities relevant to industry and prospective students and staff globally. More specifically, TTOs emphasize how commercialization activities and an (business oriented) innovative environment can attract and retain productive staff and students, particularly given the likelihood that entrepreneurship and innovation will be increasingly important for universities in the future. The following comments illustrate these findings, while Table 4 presents some additional supporting quotations on how TTOs shape a business identity in building legitimacy with university management.

“Through a commercialization lens we are trying to help build the reputation of the university, its standing across the globe and how it compares to its peers. In that context commercialization has a very strategic role in the functioning of the university” (NZ-XII)

“Our president’s speeches often mention the latest commercialization success. It is an opportunity for us to boast and improve the perception of being a professional research services institute” (IRE-XVI)
“Maintaining good faculty is an important strategic goal of the university. What our office does helps retain and attract research intensive and creative faculty” (US-I Private)

“Innovation and successful technology transfer could be a very valuable reputational and retention recruitment tool. Younger researchers are going to have different expectations of what their career means from what it is now. You could offer them this fascinating career where you can teach, research and do innovation – what a great and exciting job” (NZ-VI)

5.3 TTO legitimacy-building through identity: potential problems

We have presented evidence of how TTOs use both identity-conformance and identity-manipulation to build legitimacy with university academics and management respectively. However, in the subsections that follow we illustrate how this combination of identity-shaping strategies appears to be ineffective.

Ineffectiveness of identity-conformance with university academics

Despite TTOs’ efforts to build legitimacy by purposefully conforming to the scientific identity of the academic community, TTOs report that academics continue to directly intervene in what they believe is their core role. This intervention includes interrupting the negotiation process between the TTO and investors/clients to influence the direction of the technology, and deliberately avoiding the input of the TTO, thus detrimentally effecting efforts to develop experience and critical mass within the TTO. This point is illustrated in the following comments:

“An important conflict is when a commercial entity is at the doorstep and wanting to get a license and makes demands that are not advantageous to the institution and the faculty person says ‘just do it’ because he’s afraid that the potential licensee will walk away – that’s where a lot of value goes out the door (US-VII Private)

“I was threatened three times by academics for the way I interpreted the university IP policy. A lot of those senior academics were throwing their weight around” (IRE-XXIV)

“There are a few academics who always think they know best. This sends a message out to all the rest of the academics that they know best and they don’t. Also they often scupper the chances of selling that bit of IP as they have done it in a half botched kind of way rather than picking the right partner so it can be quite frustrating” (NZ XVII)
Furthermore, TTO executives report how, despite their legitimacy-building efforts, academics undermine the TTO by taking them for granted and simply treating them as a means to an end for the purpose of acquiring funds or form filling. Again, a number of comments illustrate this finding:

“It has been more of a mercenary process with the academic saying ‘this is what I think government or industry wants to hear. They have a box about commercial activity so I will go and talk to XXX and see if they can give me words to put in’ – then that is the last you will hear from them which is not very good.” (NZ-I)

“When things go right, they (academics) forget about your contribution, when things go wrong, they say you held them up. The business partners will say you are over-valuing the technology” (IRE-VII)

“In many quarters in the university there is a sense of ‘just give us the money you only have to pass it through to us, we might have to jump through some loops but we are willing to jump through them’” (NZ XV)

Interestingly, our findings indicate that in using identity-conformance to align with what they perceive as the dominant norms and expectations in the university, TTOs may be underestimating some of the core needs of the academic community. For example, TTOs referred to the importance of hiring in specific business, legal and marketing expertise in the form of consultants, as well as being associated with relevant industry bodies and commercialization networks to ensure best practice is being adopted. According to TTO executives, these consultancy services and agency connections enhance their legitimacy within the academic community, as well as their ability to perform more effectively. Together, these findings provide evidence that TTOs may be overlooking the importance the academic community place on business and commercial expertise when shaping their identity. A number of quotations illustrate this point:

“We sometimes use external experts to bring things to market and to build those connections rather than us always trying to learn new things...(so) we sometimes bring in consultants (with) expertise in a particular area. We get a lot of credibility with the academic community for that (NZ-III)

“We get a small budget to buy external experts and that augments our own skill set. They also give us access to the national organizations that we need to belong to in order to help us do a better job” (US-III Private)

“A key part of the model and one of the skills we need is the ability to find external consultants or agencies that provide commercialization services or expertise that we could utilize in our projects – we don’t tend to do it all ourselves” (NZ-IX)
Thus, we find that shaping of a scientific identity through identity-conformance is proving ineffective for TTO legitimacy-building. This is evident through interventions, avoidance and a lack of buy-in by the academic community. We also find evidence indicating that a scientific identity may be misaligned with the primary determinants of legitimacy among the academic community. Commercial and business development skills are presumably valued by the academic community because they represent competencies and perspectives that they may not have access to. Despite TTOs acknowledging the value placed on these skills by academics, we find that they shape a scientific identity with this academic community.

*Ineffectiveness of identity-manipulation with university management*

The use of identity-manipulation by TTOs to build legitimacy with university management appears to be equally ineffective. TTOs expressed the view that, despite their efforts to shape a business identity, their position in the university remains unclear—“we have had two consultants come in 2006 and last year and they both made the same conclusion that the upper administration really has not articulated a clear role for technology transfer at our university” (US-V Public). Specifically, TTOs report that there is a lack of belief and meaningful engagement and enthusiasm from management on their position in the university.

“To some extent the upper administration looks upon us as a necessary evil and an expense that we have to fulfil if we are going to accept Federal money because of the Bayh Dol Act. That may be overstating the case but I think (they) don’t ever think this is going to come to much or else it’s going to take so long that nobody will be around to enjoy it (US-V Public)

“There seems to be a lack of championing really. I think that the people who are on the innovation bandwagon in the university might have other agendas beside pure development of technology” (IRE-XXVIII)

“Quite honestly there’s more lip service given to the function and its importance than actually listening to the function itself to find out what it needs and providing the right staff” (US-III Private)

Many TTOs also expressed frustrations with inconsistencies in support at different levels of leadership in the university, particularly at the level of School/Deans and Department/HOD. Furthermore, we found that TTOs feel their legitimacy-building efforts are being inhibited by
inadequate and cautious integration into the university’s formal strategic intentions (i.e., as articulated in annual reports and strategic plans). These points are illustrated in the following comments:

“I feel like we are the tail and we cannot wag the dog. They quietly slipped in to their strategic plan some terms like ‘we need to be more enterprising’ so even the language they are using is cautious...what I would love to see is for them to say ‘the commercialization opportunity is the third leg of the stool. The world needs this’” (NZ-VI)

“Not all heads of department are supportive. Some continue to put greater emphasis on meeting teaching commitments and so on, so garnering support and allowing people the space to contribute to this movement would be very helpful” (NZ-IX)

“The people who run the institution should be talking about (our role) and essentially demanding that faculty is supportive of the goals of the institution. That is often done in rhetoric but not in practice which is quite unfortunate” (US-XII Private)

Finally, it should be noted that the ineffectiveness of identity-manipulation is not only problematic for TTO legitimacy with university management. We found that TTO legitimacy-building activities and standings with university management and academics are not detached from each other, but instead are very much interrelated. Illustrating this point we found a clear expectation among TTO executives that university management could do more to support them in their role, which could in turn help the TTO overcome legitimacy challenges experienced in their interactions with the academic community:

“In this institution the spirit is willing but the body is weak. You have to have a long-term perspective. (Management) need to support (us) in the face of faculty not understanding what they are doing or looking to accept a horrible deal for short-term money” (US-X Private)

“If the senior academic leadership is not telling people to do x, y or z it can be an uphill battle. So when people decide ‘well I’m going to make my own deal and don’t get in my way’ and the leadership doesn’t say ‘wait a minute this is institutional property it’s not yours’, then those people will not be cooperative. (US-VII Private)

“A major hindrance is simply the lack of insistence by the academic leadership that faculty have got to go beyond being cooperative with the folks who are trying to commercialize inventions, that is the biggest problem” (US-VXI Private)

“Sending out a proper message is very important to make sure faculty understand the university expectation is not just to do good research and get a publication, it is to do good research and make sure results are beneficial for society” (US-II Private)
In sum therefore, after exploring how TTOs build legitimacy by shaping identity within the university, our core findings are twofold. First, to build legitimacy, TTOs shape a dual identity, one scientific and the other business, with university academics and management respectively. Specifically, TTOs prioritize the key determinants of legitimacy with academics as scientific credibility and management as alignment with the university strategy and use identity-conformance and identity-manipulation accordingly.

Second, we find that this combination of identity-conformance and identity-manipulation is proving ineffective for legitimizing the TTO within the university. Furthermore, legitimacy discounts are compounded by TTOs underestimating the actual determinants of legitimacy among the academic community (i.e., business expertise), as well as university management providing insufficient traction for TTOs to realize their strategic potential on behalf of the university. Table 5 presents a summary of these research findings.

Next, we elaborate on the implications of these research findings.

6. **Discussion**

This research has implications for scholars, TTO executives and university management. In the sections that follow we explain these theoretical and practical implications in more detail.

6.1 **Theoretical implications**

The findings from our research contribute to our theoretical understanding of how identity interacts with legitimacy, particularly in the areas of multiple identities, social cues and identity distinctiveness. We present these contributions as propositions.
Multiple identities and legitimacy

When two principals exist in an agency relationship, multiple expectations naturally arise. For TTOs, these expectations can sometimes conflict due to the continuing overlap between science and business in the university. Our findings would suggest that TTOs attempt to manage this conflict by shaping a dual identity, one scientific and the other business, with university academics and management respectively. Our findings clearly indicate, however, that this combination of dual identities is proving ineffective for the purpose of building legitimacy with two principals. These results have some support, with existing literature already highlighting the complexity of having to combine and sequentially switch between multiple identities (Kistruck et al., 2013; Kreiner et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2006).

Furthermore, when interacting with two principals, prioritizing one can undermine the other (Dunn and Jones, 2010; Jarzabkowski and Fenton, 2006; Kraatz and Block, 2008). Therefore, adding to these perspectives, we propose that, when building legitimacy with two principals (e.g., academics and management), shaping and blending two contradictory identities (e.g., scientific and business) blurs identity and ultimately diminishes legitimacy with both principals. We summarize this in the following proposition:

P1: When building legitimacy with two principals, shaping contradictory identities diminishes legitimacy.

Social cues and legitimacy

Our findings also have implications for the role of social cues (Ashforth and Johnson, 2001; Gioia et al., 2000) in identity-shaping and legitimacy-building. We illustrate how TTOs’ identity conformance strategy with academics was misaligned. Specifically, in detecting what identity to conform to when interacting with university academics, TTOs underestimate some of the core requirements and expectations of this target audience. Despite TTOs
acknowledging that business and commercial expertise were important determinants of legitimacy among the academic community, TTOs concentrated on shaping a scientific identity. Our findings, therefore, emphasize how misinterpreting social cues can lead to misaligned identity shaping strategies that ultimately damage legitimacy. Again we summarize these findings in the following proposition:

*P2: When shaping identity, misunderstanding social cues can result in legitimacy discounts.*

*Identity distinctiveness and legitimacy*

Our findings indicate that both identity shaping strategies, identity-conformance and identity-manipulation, borrow from the principals’ identities. The strategies are, therefore, relatively similar in the sense that they depend, albeit to different degrees, upon the existing identities of academics and management. Through identity-conformance, TTOs clearly promote homogeneity with the dominant norms and expectations of academia (i.e., scientific identity). Through identity manipulation, TTOs proactively sense what they believe is required or anticipated from university management and then shape an identity that captures their ability to meet these expectations (i.e., business identity). What becomes apparent from our findings, therefore, is that TTOs’ use of identity-manipulation appears to be incomplete. More specifically, in our theoretical framing, we explained that TTOs’ use of identity-manipulation would involve shaping an identity that not only aligned with anticipated requirements, but also was in some way distinctive and which captured the unique value of their role.

With this in mind, we suggest an alternative explanation for the ineffectiveness of TTOs’ legitimacy-building efforts. Rather than characterizing their identity-shaping strategies as incorrect, we propose that they are merely unfinished. In particular, our findings indicate that TTOs are inadequately managing the challenging dilemma of sameness and uniqueness
in their identity (Navis and Glynn, 2010). Instead of achieving an identity that is “optimally distinctive” (Brewer, 1991), their identity appears to be prioritizing “fitting in” and satisfying the requirements of both principals but stopping short of simultaneously differentiating themselves from the university environment. TTOs appear to be focused on avoiding conflict by positioning their identity as relevant to both principals rather than offering an alternative (Fagerberg et al., 2012). This is problematic as theory informs us that legitimacy is as dependent on being different as it is on being the same (Deephouse, 1999). Interestingly, however, TTOs appear to be adopting a familiar route in the legitimation process. Before an organization, particularly those operating in highly institutionalized environments such as universities, can develop legitimacy through claims of individuality and differentiation, it must contribute to and secure its membership within a much broader, shared and collective identity or category. Adhering to this collective category represents the minimal standard for membership but thereafter organizations can and should exercise differing degrees of autonomy to stand out and distinguish their identity (Glynn and Navis, 2013). Theoretical support for this staged process of legitimization is provided by a number of scholars including: Chaney and Marshall’s (2013) examination of how music festival organizers concentrate on being recognized as socially legitimate actors (e.g., with regulators and sponsorship institutions) before considering how to compete and earn profits; Navis and Glynn’s (2010) study of the emergence of satellite radio and how it first became normalized as a new product category; and Rosa et al.’s (1999) research on how market acceptance of the minivan as a legitimately new vehicle form preceded competitors’ efforts to differentiate each other within the minivan market segment. Likewise, Navis and Glynn (2011) argued that in established market contexts, identity claims must prioritize legitimacy through close alignment with the market category before deviating towards a posture they refer to as “legitimately distinctive”. Also, in their study of registered nurses, Goodrick and Reay (2010)
found that when legitimizing a new professional identity, it is essential that the past and broader institutional environment is not delegitimized but rather neutralized and leveraged for the purpose of legitimizing the emerging role identity.

Therefore, we propose that in order to become (more) legitimate, TTOs should consider progressing their identity-shaping efforts beyond conformance and (partial) manipulation. In effect, we see their current identity shaping strategies as representing their efforts to build legitimacy within the broader university category. Becoming a part of this collective and shared university identity can strengthen the TTO’s similarity and appeal to evaluating principals (academics and management) within the category. Indeed, as already illustrated in our findings, TTOs are clearly prioritizing how to fit in with academics and management within the university. The following quotes serves as a reminder of this focus among TTOs:

“I have never heard of one faculty inventor worry about regional economic development or the overall reputation of the university. Most of them when they have an invention try to see how they can make the most money for themselves. If the university tells me to sell it to the highest bidder I can almost assure you that most of our inventions will end up in foreigner’s hands and will not benefit the US and will certainly not create jobs here. So our institutional agenda is much broader that the individual agenda” (US-II Private)

In order to develop its legitimacy standing and become recognized as a value-adding and unique actor in the university, TTOs may need to begin individuating their identity from the expectations of these same principals and the established norms within the university. Given the entrepreneurial and innovative activities that TTOs champion (e.g., start-ups, patents, licensing), claims of distinctiveness to complement their identity conformance seem particularly important in order to gain legitimacy. As argued by Navis and Glynn (2011, p.479), “conformity to established standards is antithetical to entrepreneurship, which tends to be more concerned with novelty, distinctiveness and nonconformity”. Our final propositions, therefore, advocate that TTOs fully extend their use of identity-manipulation to incorporate identity distinctiveness. In shaping their own distinctive identity in this manner, TTOs could build on and complement their existing use of identity-conformance and identity-
manipulation when shaping scientific and business identities respectively. More specifically, TTOs could build legitimacy through a combination of conforming to dominant academic norms (identity-conformance), sensing and meeting anticipated requirements from management (identity-manipulation), together with shaping a unique value-adding identity as guided by their own distinctive values, beliefs and models (identity-manipulation).

Interestingly, creating and leveraging distinctiveness is not only important for establishing legitimacy. Murray (2010) argued that the conflicting stakeholder expectations that TTOs experience from the overlapping boundaries of science and business can also be managed by reinforcing distinctiveness. This leads us to develop the following proposition:

**P3: When building legitimacy with two principals in a highly institutionalized environment, an organization must incorporate identity-manipulation, where identity-manipulation involves shaping an identity that both meets the anticipated requirements of evaluating audiences and is sufficiently distinct from the norms and expectations of these same evaluating audiences.**

Just as our findings illustrated the legitimacy limitations of depending on identity-conformance, excessive or sole use of identity-manipulation to shape a distinctive identity is unlikely to build legitimacy. There would be little point in TTOs becoming so distinctive that they eroded their efforts towards gaining acceptance and a shared identity within the university. Ferlie et al. (2005), for example, argued that excessively strong professional identity boundaries or states of distinctiveness can slow innovation spread, an outcome that is highly likely to damage TTO productivity. We suspect that both identity-conformance and identity-manipulation strategies are heavily intertwined with processes of legitimation, and that ultimately TTO legitimacy is dependent on an appropriately balanced combination of both strategies in their entirety. Furthermore, in terms of timing, we suspect that the creation
of a distinctive identity will only be effective after the TTO has secured institutional acceptance or social legitimacy in the university through identity-conformance and (preliminary) identity-manipulation. Without first shaping identity through conformance, efforts to deviate from dominant norms and expectations may result in legitimacy discounts (Elsbach and Kramer, 2003; Hsu and Hannan, 2005). This leads us to develop three final propositions, with each serving to re-emphasize the important interdependence between collective and distinctive identities that appears so prominently in the legitimacy literature. Figure 2 summarizes our contribution on the relationship between TTO identity shaping strategies and TTO legitimacy.

**P4:** When building legitimacy with two principals in a highly institutionalized environment, an organization must appropriately balance both identity-conformance and identity-manipulation.

**P5:** When building legitimacy with two principals in a highly institutionalized environment, identity-conformance precedes identity-manipulation.

**P6:** When building legitimacy through identity-manipulation with two principals in a highly institutionalized environment, meeting the anticipated requirements of evaluating audiences precedes shaping a distinct identity.

Therefore we suggest that in order to have a legitimate presence within the university, scholars and management must recognise the identity of the TTO as being distinct from their own. Identity-conformance and identity-manipulation are the process by which this distinctive identity is shaped and recognised. These propositions arise from a combination of our findings regarding the inadequacy of identity-conformance and (partial) identity-manipulation strategies to build legitimacy coupled with a theoretical prediction for how
legitimacy is created. While we do not have a strong empirical foundation from this study to illustrate how exactly TTOs can shape their distinctive identity, our data does indicate that TTOs are becoming aware of the importance of having a value-adding and clearly differentiated identity. This is captured in following quotations:

“Researchers are not silly people and they will make a motivational judgment call...and say well how can you help us when they meet us – what are your resources, knowledge and expertise? – Why should we work with you? Who are your connections? How can you move my project forward? – so if we don’t have money for proof of concepts which are quite expensive for health sciences, then no offence but why would they deal with us?” (NZ-X)

“We want to provide a channel for knowledge to industry so I want to position this office in such a way that industry will come here seeking opportunities and researchers will come to us because of our connections to industry and in turn they will see xxx as a way to get their knowledge to market” (IRE-XXII)

“There is a perception among many PIs that we operate as a gatekeeper...so it is very much to move from a gatekeeper who just applies the rules and enforces compliance to being here to assist, facilitate and help them get a better result (NZ-IX)

6.2 Practical implications

For TTO executives, these propositions offer a possible extension to their widely accepted identity as neutral intermediaries or brokering actors between universities and industry (Clarysse and Moray, 2004; Markman et al., 2005; Phan and Siegel, 2006; Powers and McDougall, 2005 Siegel et al., 2003). Specifically, our findings propose that TTOs consider progressing beyond balancing the expectations of their two core principals and concentrate on developing their own unique identity. Creating their own unique mission, objectives, structure, training, community of practice and even funding models (e.g., crowd funding) could provide TTOs with a distinctive identity that complements and reinforces preliminary legitimacy claims made through conformance and manipulation. Thus, we suggest that TTO legitimacy is dependent on their ability to more clearly communicate the value-adding potential of their commercial purpose, following and in addition to conforming to the dominant norms of academia and aligning with the strategic imperatives of their host institution. For example, rather than solely utilizing their scientific credentials, relationship-building and innate respect for academic science as a means of blending science and
business, TTO executives may be better served if they could also incorporate these academic skill-sets to create and reinforce their own distinctive identity.

Ultimately, TTOs need to shape an identity that will provoke engagement with their office due to its distinctiveness and variation from what is usually available in a university. TTO legitimacy cannot arise when being solely viewed as an administrative function or a cash generating instrument run by people with a confusing identity, partially academic and partially business. However, if TTOs are to shape an element of distinctiveness into their identity that is no way subordinated by university academics or management it is important that the components underpinning these claims of distinctiveness are also central and enduring TTO attributes (Whetten, 2006). For example, if TTOs failed to fully incorporate their competencies when shaping a distinctive identity they would risk projecting an identity that is misaligned with their ability to exercise behaviors consistent with this identity. Such “competency” misalignments could be harmful to their legitimacy-building efforts. In this sense, in order to build legitimacy, TTOs may need to consider explicitly attending to the questions of “Who are you?” “What is your purpose and vision?” and “Why are you the best option?”, in addition to explaining how they fit in and how they can potentially help. Even if this individualistic identity is criticized, the attention will at a very minimum recognize and reinforce TTO distinctiveness.

We believe our findings are also particularly timely for TTO executives. For example, Boehm and Hogan’s (2014) suggestion that it is now academic Principal Investigators, not TTOs, who have the dominant responsibility and influence in initiating, bridging and coordinating university-business relations, would indicate that TTOs need to (re)claim their identity as a matter of urgency. Moreover, our findings and associated proposals provide an extension to our current understanding of why the academic community frequently refers to skills gaps among TTOs (Chapple et al., 2005; Mustar et al., 2006; O’Shea et al., 2005;
Swamidass and Vulasa, 2009) and/or choose to avoid adopting the services of TTOs (Aldridge and Audretsch, 2011; Bodas-Freitas et al., 2013; Link et al., 2007; Shane, 2004; Siegel et al., 2003, 2004; Thune and Gulbrandsen, 2011).

Finally, our results indicate that university management are a key dependency for TTOs’ legitimacy with academics. Specifically, university management are in a position whereby they can support TTOs’ efforts to create a distinguishable identity. They can articulate the university’s position on commercialization and publicize the role, function and purpose of the TTO within the broader institution. Formalizing the TTO’s own unique identity within the university’s strategic documents and objectives and communicating it officially to all levels of university management (i.e., heads of divisions, schools and departments) as well as to university academics may help to provide clarity and consistency. A number of scholars report how entrepreneurial activity is heavily dependent on the types of influence and support at a more micro and departmental level in the university (Bercovitz and Feldman, 2008; Louis et al., 1989; Rasmussen et al., 2014). Previous literature also points to the importance of sufficiently transparent IP regulation, mission clarity, supportive remuneration and promotion policies within the university to promote an entrepreneurial culture and to complement the commercialization functions of the TTO (Baldini et al., 2006; Debackere and Veugelers 2005; Friedman and Silberman 2003; O’Shea et al., 2007). Our proposals extend these findings by highlighting the importance of this matter for TTO identity and legitimacy-building. Specifically, university management can complement TTOs’ efforts to create a distinctive identity. If university management do not take such steps, cautious language and unclear expectations run the risk of (re)blurring the boundaries between science and business, thus detracting from TTO legitimacy-building efforts to build on the divide as a productive tension.
7. Concluding comments and future research

The primary focus of our research was to explore how TTOs build legitimacy by shaping identity within the university. To address this research subject, we developed two identity-shaping constructs, identity-conformance and identity-manipulation. We find that TTOs shape a dual identity, one scientific and the other business, with university academics and management respectively. TTOs prioritize the key determinants of legitimacy with academics as scientific credibility and management as alignment with the university strategy and use identity-conformance and identity-manipulation accordingly. However, we also find that this combination of identity-conformance and identity-manipulation appears to be proving ineffective for legitimizing the TTO within the university.

These findings have a number of implications for legitimacy and identity theory. First, we propose that, when building legitimacy with two principals, shaping and blending two contradictory identities distorts identity and ultimately diminishes legitimacy with both principals. Second, we emphasize how misinterpreting social cues, namely the expectations and requirements of evaluating audiences, can lead to misaligned identity shaping strategies that damage legitimacy. Third, we propose that, when building legitimacy in highly institutionalized environments, identity-conformance and identity-manipulation precede but ultimately depend on and are intertwined with identity-distinctiveness. We conclude that TTOs’ identity shaping strategies should not necessarily be considered ineffective, but instead may be simply incomplete or under development. TTO executives are, therefore, encouraged to shift their attention towards shaping a distinctive identity that complements and reinforces preliminary legitimacy claims made through conformance and manipulation.

Our research is not without limitations. Although we deliberately undertook our research from the perspective of TTO executives, our findings could be enhanced by incorporating the views of university academics and management on this same subject. Specifically, it would
be interesting to find out how academics and management perceive the identity of the TTO and to what extent these identity-shaping strategies are recognized and/or valued by both principals. Acknowledging the level of (mis)alignment between TTOs and these two principals is fundamental to understanding the overall legitimacy of the TTO. Furthermore, while our focus was on TTO identity and legitimacy within the university environment, future researchers should consider incorporating external stakeholders such as industry partners, specialist consultants, governmental bodies and professional agencies. TTO interactions with these stakeholders may have significant norming effects that influence TTO identity strategies and legitimacy-building. As stated by Rao et al. (2000, p. 270) “organizations acquire a social identity from the industry to which they belong, the organizational form they use, and through membership in accrediting bodies”. The rich potential of this particular line of inquiry is apparent in our findings detailing how TTO recognize the legitimacy benefits arising from hiring in specialist consultants and their association with industry and commercialization networks.

The exploratory nature of our research was such that the identification of how TTOs shape identity to build legitimacy with two principals was our core focus. We recognize that a logical next step for these exploratory results and their associated propositions is to examine their validity. Therefore, we encourage future researchers to examine whether and to what extent the TTO identities (scientific and business) and identity-shaping strategies (identity-conformance and identity-manipulation) we presented are evident in other universities. We are particularly interested in understanding how contextual factors and different institutional environments influence the prevalence and effectiveness of these identity strategies. For example, are these strategies relevant to other geographic locations internationally? How do the size, experience, performance and resource base of the TTO influence their identity-shaping strategies? How do the size, age and discipline breadth/depth of the university
influence TTO identity-shaping? Given how levels of academic entrepreneurship are influenced by entrepreneurial infrastructure (Di Gregorio and Shane 2003; Feldman and Francis, 2003); peer support (Etzkowitz, 2002; Stuart and Ding, 2006) and other university specific characteristics (O’Shea et al. 2005; Powers and McDougall, 2005; Mustar and Wright, 2010), we believe the inclusion of such contextual factors could significantly enhance our understanding of how TTOs shape identity. Finally, theorists and practitioners alike would benefit from research findings that support or contest our propositions on identity-distinctiveness. How exactly can TTOs shape a distinctive identity? As explained by Navis and Glynn (2011), having elements of conformance and distinctiveness is not enough for legitimacy, more important than this is the integration between both of these elements into a meaningful whole. Establishing how TTOs can build their legitimacy and achieve such coherence through identity shaping strategies promises to provide a rich line for inquiry for future researchers.
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Figure 1: Research framework
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Table 1: Contextual data on participating institutions and TTOs*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Zealand</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Ownership</th>
<th>Academics**</th>
<th>TTO Founded</th>
<th>TTO Staff</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NZU1</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZU2</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Undisclosed</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZU3</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZU4</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZU5</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZU6</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>1,050</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZU7</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZU8</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ireland</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Ownership</th>
<th>Academics</th>
<th>TTO Founded</th>
<th>TTO Staff</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IREU9</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IREU10</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IREU11</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IREU12</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IREU13</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IREU14</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IREU15</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New York (United States)</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Ownership</th>
<th>Academics</th>
<th>TTO Founded</th>
<th>TTO Staff</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USU16</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USU17</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USU18</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>2800</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USU19</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>87,900</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USU20</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USU21</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>6650</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USU22</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* To ensure confidentiality, pseudonyms for institutions in Table 1 are not related to pseudonyms for respondents’ quotes in our results section.

** Academic numbers are rounded off to +/- 100 to safeguard anonymity.
Table 2: Overview of coding process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coding</th>
<th>2(^\text{nd}) order deductive</th>
<th>3(^\text{rd}) order deductive &amp; inductive</th>
<th>4(^\text{th}) order deductive &amp; inductive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>‘Identity shaping strategies’</td>
<td>‘Identity type’</td>
<td>‘Identity-legitimacy’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Academic category**
  - **Identity-conformance subcategory (11)**
  - **Sample data**
    “Nobody manages the PIs. You can’t manage faculty members - a tenured faculty member is the most powerful creature in the world. Nobody can tell them what to do, including the president” (US-IV Public).

- **Management category**
  - **Identity-manipulation subcategory (9)**
  - **Sample data**
    “The DVC is aware of how important it is for the future of the university. Not just the extra money, it is the contribution of the university to society, government relations and others things – it is just important work coming up with and transferring innovations” (NZ-VI)

- **Scientific (18)**
  - **Sample data**
    “I recruit commercialization specialists with PhDs or they won’t have credibility with academics. It’s like badge of honor, otherwise they would be seen as an administrator” (IRE-V)

- **Business (15)**
  - **Sample data**
    “We contribute to the university’s core mission when we generate funding from industry that promotes more research taking place and when our technologies lead to patient care benefit” (US-X Private)

Table 3: Identity conformance: shaping a scientific identity with university academics

- **Sample data**
  “Having a PhD buys some credibility but at the same time it allows me to be self-deprecating with faculty members from say computer science. I say ‘I do have a PhD, I was a faculty member but my knowledge in polymer science does not help me to understand computer security so you’ll have to explain it to me from scratch’” (US-IV Public)

- **Sample data**
  “I recruit commercialization specialists with PhDs or they won’t have credibility with academics. It’s like badge of honor, otherwise they would be seen as an administrator” (IRE-V)

- **Sample data**
  “It is a lot of fun for us is when we can get involved with faculty in a scientific discussion as the people in our office are scientifically quite astute and can really talk to them about what they’re doing and try to figure out what the potential is” (US-VII Private)

- **Sample data**
  “You got to have a foot in the core academic mission of the university otherwise you will be marginalized...you need to...”
make sure that faculty see you as a unit that helps them get their knowledge transferred for the public good” (US-IV Public)

“We do need the researcher though to think it has been worthwhile for them to contact this office, and that they understand that we understand and respect their work” (NZ XVI)

“We were out of balance before and too focused on the business side and we alienated the academic side...When it boils down to it we need to secure the supply line, secure good relations with the university as well as the researchers” (NZ-III)

“In order to be successful within an academic environment you need to be within the core business of the university, if you are in the margins nobody pays attention to you. What is a primary mission of any university? It is creation and dissemination of new knowledge. Technology is essentially a subset of knowledge so when you look from that angle technology transfer becomes a part of the core mission of any academic institution” (US-IV Public)

“The way we pick our patent attorneys is not just for writing good patent applications but that they have a really good understanding of the field of research our faculty are in and when we have that conversation, I’ve seen it more than once when a faculty member comes in being sceptical and says well they’re only ten people in the world that can even understand what I’m working on and I know them all - how can an attorney understand it” (US-XII)

Table 4: Identity manipulation: shaping a business identity with university management

“Our strategy around commercialisation is about reputation, research income and then finally revenue streams – those are the 3 R’s. We developed that strategic view and took it the whole way to the council who signed off on them as important aspects for the university. They now guide everything we do” (NZ-XII)

“A few decades ago academic institutions in America were not as heavily relied upon to help the US or a region to stay openly competitive but the world has changed. American higher education like this great research university has something that other countries cannot easily duplicate so the focus is on leveraging our research to help the US or a region stay competitive” (US-II Private)

“Our role is to transfer as much of the university research as possible, whether that is for wealth creation or social benefits it doesn’t matter – in doing that the university’s reputation for being a valuable member of the community and for bringing value to the research funders is enhanced” (NZ-IX)

“Without demonstrating how the university can benefit from participating in tech transfer it would be ridiculous to think that they would support it. How the university looks for return is not necessarily on monetary terms alone, they’re looking at how we’re contributing to the society and to the community” (US-II Private)

“We contribute to the university’s core mission when we generate funding from industry that promotes more research taking place and when our technologies lead to patient care benefit” (US-X Private)

“Our main goal around commercialization is the reputation of the university. It is not necessarily about generating funds because I think if you get the reputation then the rest handles itself. You get more high quality researchers wanting to be there and they attract top postgraduate students and then industry wants a part of that so they bring in the money” (NZ-XII)

“I know the Vice-Chancellor is very proud of us and he earns a lot of credit internationally when talking about us” (NZ-I)
Table 5: Summary of research findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TTO</th>
<th>University academics</th>
<th>University management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived determinants of legitimacy</td>
<td><strong>Evidence of sameness</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Sensitivity to academic norms&lt;br&gt;• Understanding and reacting to academic communities’ science</td>
<td><strong>Evidence of added value</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Strategic planning and analysis&lt;br&gt;• Contributing to strategic purpose and direction of the university</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimacy-building strategy</td>
<td>Identity conformance</td>
<td>Identity manipulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of identity shaped</td>
<td><strong>Scientific</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Prioritise fit with academic norms&lt;br&gt;• Publicise academic credentials&lt;br&gt;• Prioritise visibility, trust, relationships and transparency</td>
<td><strong>Business</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Publicise intentions and capacity to promote entrepreneurship, diversify revenue streams, and to improve industry connectivity, regional competitiveness and the university’s reputation and attractiveness to students and research staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimacy problems</td>
<td><strong>Underestimating business expertise</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Intervening&lt;br&gt;• Avoidance&lt;br&gt;• Taken for granted</td>
<td><strong>Inadequate championing</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Inconsistent support&lt;br&gt;• Rhetoric versus formal support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: The relationship between TTO legitimacy and identity-shaping strategies